Modern video servers support both video-on-demand and non-linear editing applications. Video-on-demand servers enable the user to view video clips or movies from a video database, while non-linear editing systems enable the user to manipulate the content of the video database. Applications such as video and news editing systems require that the underlying storage server be able to concurrently record live broadcast information, modify pre-recorded data, and broadcast an authored presentation. A multimedia storage server that e ciently supports such a diverse group of activities constitutes the focus of this study. A n o v el real-time disk scheduling algorithm that treats both read and write requests in a homogeneous manner in order to ensure that their deadlines are met. Due to real-time demands of movie viewing, read requests have to be ful lled within certain deadlines, otherwise they are considered lost. Since the data to be written into disk is stored in main memory bu ers, write requests can be postponed until critical read requests are processed. However, write requests still have to be processed within reasonable delays and without the possibility of inde nite postponement. This is due to the physical constraint of the limited size of the main memory write bu ers. The new algorithm schedules both read and write requests appropriately, to minimize the amount of disk reads that do not meet their presentation deadlines, and to avoid indefinite postponement and large bu er sizes in the case of disk writes. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm o ers low violations of read deadlines, reduces waiting time for lower priority disk requests, and improves the throughput of the storage server by enhancing the utilization of available disk bandwidth.
Introduction
Video-on-demand and video authoring tools are emerging as very interesting and challenging multimedia applications. They require special hardware and networking protocols that can accommodate the real-time demands of these applications as well as the high bandwidth that they need. During the past few years, non-linear editing systems have gained increased popularity. These systems are widely applied in the entertainment industry and in TV news rooms. While most existing systems are analog, products providing support for digital editing are emerging from many v endors such a s P anasonic, Tektronix, Hewlett-Packard, Quantel, Avid, and Sony. An important component o f s u c h a system is a multimedia storage server that can display and record digital video. The complexity in the design of such a storage server arises due to the wide range of activities that clients and applications may participate in. For instance, consider an editing system employed by a TV news organization such as CNN. While the live telecast of the Olympic games is in progress, editors have to record and monitor the program in order to identify the highlights that can be used in a later broadcast. Editors at di erent sites may be concurrently performing editing operations on various di erent clips an editing station may be responsible for the swimming events, another for gymnastics etc. Thus, the storage server would be responsible for 1 writing the digital data which i s being input from a camera at the olympic site, 2 reading on-disk data for previewing by the editors, 3 updating on-disk data as a result of an editing operation such a s a cut-and-paste, and 4 reading on-disk data for broadcasting.
Several video server architectures are proposed for handling video-on-demand applications e.g., 2, 10, 14 . In this paper, we study some of the implications of extending the functionality of video servers so that they can handle video authoring and editing simultaneously with video-on-demand requests. In this new environment, some users are requesting video streams e.g., movies that they want to view at certain times, while other users are editing or authoring new or already existing video streams. From the video server's point of view, the major di erence is that video-on-demand is a read-only application, while video editing and authoring is a read write application. This di erence impacts the design of the algorithms in a video server.
We present a new disk scheduling algorithm for supporting simultaneous video read and write requests that are made by the user in the presence of real-time requirements that are associated with these requests. Our target platform is a video server that targets both video-on-demand and non-linear editing applications. It consists of several storage units that are connected using an ATM network 10 . Its le system receives two kinds of requests: 1 read requests for blocks to be displayed, and 2 write requests for blocks to be recorded or updated. The server contains a xed amount of memory bu ers to stage the blocks to be written to the disk subsystem. The di erent streams that are recording write blocks compete for the available bu er space. Since the available disk bandwidth is shared by both the display and record stations, the disk scheduler is responsible for writing data to the disk subsystem in a timely manner to prevent a n o v er ow of write bu ers, and yet achieve minimal violations of read deadlines. Naturally, during peak system load, a few block reads may h a v e to be sacri ced to accommodate the writing of blocks. This would lead to a lower Quality of Service QoS for clients that are displaying video clips. The scheduler minimizes such occurrences in two w a ys. First, it schedules the reading and writing of blocks to maximize the utilization of disk bandwidth by minimizing the impact of disk seek and latency using algorithms such a s SCAN-EDF 15 and SCAN-RT 11 . Second, it delays the writing of blocks when the amount o f a v ailable bu ers is abundant. This is achieved by developing a methodology for associating an arti cial deadline with each write request to the disk. This deadline is a function of the arrival rate of block write requests and the amount o f a v ailable bu ers. Our simulation studies demonstrate that the proposed scheme is superior to an alternative that maintains di erent queues for the read and write requests.
Previous work on multimedia servers 1, 4 , 5 , 7 , 8 , 1 2 , 13, 19, 20, 21 has concentrated on retrievals in support of a continuous display. Hence, they have paid scant attention to writes. To the best of our knowledge, the algorithms studied in this paper are novel and have not appeared in the literature.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines di erent s c heduling algorithms for read and write. Section 3 overviews the video server architecture that we assume through out the paper. Section 4 presents the new scheduling algorithm that supports simultaneous read and write requests with real-time requirements. The details of experiments and results are described in Section 5. Section 6 contains concluding remarks and our plan for future work.
Disk Scheduling Algorithms
In video-on-demand applications, read requests are the result of users demanding to view a certain movie or a video clip at a certain time. Once admitted to the system, the user is guaranteed a certain quality of service. This is expressed in terms of viewing a continuous stream of frames where the rate of frame loss is very low and is not noticed by the viewer. Frame losses are possible due to many reasons, of concern to us here are the losses due to the congestion of the disk.
Each read request to the disk has a real-time deadline. The disk decides whether it can ful ll the request within this deadline or not. Based on this, the read request is accepted or is rejected by the disk. In the latter case, the page corresponding to the rejected read request is considered lost.
Seek time is the most time-consuming part of retrieving a page from a disk. One of the purposes of disk scheduling algorithms is to reduce the seek time. This can be achieved by queuing and ordering the disk access requests so that seek time is minimized. Algorithm SCAN is one of the traditional disk scheduling algorithms that addresses this problem 18 . In SCAN, the disk head moves in one direction either inwards or outwards, and services disk requests whose cylinder position falls at the position where the disk head is currently. Once it reaches the highest cylinder position, the disk head reverses its moving direction, and services disk requests that happen to lie along its path.
With real-time requirements, SCAN is modi ed to meet the real-time considerations of the requested pages. Minimizing seek time alone is not su cient. The user must be guaranteed that data will be delivered at the speci ed time, with losses low enough that the resultant dropping of frames will not be noticeable. Although delays in data delivery may occur due to various reasons, the disk scheduling algorithm must actively participate in maintaining the guaranteed QoS. On the other end of the spectrum, the Earliest Deadline First EDF algorithm 6 addresses this issue without trying to optimize the disk bandwidth utilization, thus limiting the capacity of the server.
Algorithms such as SCAN-EDF 15 and SCAN-RT 11 attempt to honor the realtime constraints without unduly a ecting the bandwidth utilization. SCAN-RT is similar to the SCAN algorithm in optimizing the seek time. However, it schedules requests in a manner that maximizes the number of requests that meet their deadline. This is accomplished as follows. When a new request arrives it is inserted in the disk queue in the SCAN order, only if the insertion does not potentially violate the deadlines of other pending requests. Otherwise, the request is appended to the end of the queue. SCAN-EDF processes the requests according to their deadlines, just like EDF. Requests with the same deadline are serviced in SCAN order. Obviously, if all the requests have distinct deadlines, SCAN-EDF degenerates to EDF. On the other hand, if all the requests have the same deadline, SCAN-EDF behaves similar to SCAN.
While it has been recognized that a real-time scheduling algorithm must be used to process read requests 16 , it is not clear as to which policy to adopt for handling writes. The lack of an application-speci ed deadline precludes the use of a real-time scheduling algorithm for writes. One possible solution is to maintain two separate queues, one for reads and a second for writes 9 . The read requests are scheduled using any of the above algorithms, e.g., SCAN-EDF, SCAN-RT, etc. Each write request is associated with a xed timeout. A write is issued to the disk either when 1 it does not violate the deadlines of the pending read requests, or 2 the write bu er is full or almost full, or 3 a xed write timeout expires.
This simple algorithm su ers from several drawbacks. First, batching a large number of writes in order to increase the disk bandwidth utilization by reducing seek times may lead to either an increased likelihood of the system violating the deadline of newly arrived read requests or starvation of the write requests. Also, interrupting the scan order of currently executing reads to schedule writes may increase the average seek time and lower the disk utilization. This would increase the overall delay of read requests at the server, leading to a loss of QoS as observed by the application. Therefore, we propose a technique that treats read and write requests in a homogeneous manner. This technique assigns a deadline to the write requests in order to maintain a single queue of requests.
The Video Server Architecture
Our new algorithm is based on a video server architecture that is originally proposed in 10 . The main components of this architecture are shown in Figure 1 . We brie y overview the server architecture here. The reader is referred to 10 for more detail.
The video server supports MPEG-encoded video streams. Each stream is broken into xed-length pieces, termed media segment le MSF blocks. The media segment le blocks for a given video stream are stored distributively through the whole le system. The le system has multiple disk storage servers, where each storage server is termed a Media Segment File Server MSFS. The media segment le server stores blocks of media segment les MSFs that belong to a variety of video streams.
In order to be able to retrieve the video stream in the correct order, a Sequence Control Broker SCB stores an ordered list of pointers to all the media segment le blocks of a video stream. The sequence control broker acts on behalf of users to maintain a video playback stream. Each sequence control broker can support more than one user simultaneously, e.g., 24 or 64 users. The number of users connected to one sequence control broker is predetermined in a way such that the overall system guarantees continuous video playback for all users.
In the initialization of the video playback session, the sequence control broker fetches the list of pointers for the requested movie. During the playback, the sequence control broker sends the read requests to the media segment le server on behalf of the user, to guarantee an uninterrupted service to the user. The sequence control broker is also responsible for handling virtual video cassette recorder VCR function requests, e.g., fast forwarding and rewinding.
The sequence control broker and the media segment le server are built into one main building block, termed a video Processing Unit PU. In one video server, there can be multiple PU units, e.g., 15 units. Each sequence control broker can directly access the data that locally resides in its corresponding media segment le server. However, since media segment les are stored across multiple media segment le servers, the sequence control broker needs to access the media segment le servers of the other processing units.
In order for the processing units to communicate, they are all connected to an ATM switch. For example, a sequence control broker uses the ATM switch to retrieve a media segment le that is distributed across the media segment le servers which reside in multiple processing units. The ATM switch provides a mesh network that guarantees a connection from each sequence control broker in the system to all the media segment le servers.
The sequence control brokers are connected from the other side to an external network that connects the video server to the end users. Users are connected to the external network by using set-top boxes that have the following functions: decoding MPEG-encoded video data, providing user interface for virtual VCR function requests and communicating with the sequence control brokers.
The New Algorithm
In this section, we present our proposed scheduling algorithm for handling simultaneous read and write requests in the presence of a variety of real-time requirements, depending on the types of applications supported.
A video server can support a variety of applications. Among these applications are: video-on-demand, and video authoring or editing. Each application has its own system requirements. Our focus here is on the disk scheduling requirements of such systems. For example, from the disk's point of view, video-on-demand applications issue read-only requests to the disk, while video editing applications issue both read and write requests. Moreover, some applications may issue read and or write requests that may o r m a y not have real-time deadlines so that these requests have to be serviced before the deadlines. For example, in video-on-demand, each read request has to be ful lled within a given deadline. Finally, some applications may a ord to have some of its read or write requests get lost by the system, i.e., they are not serviced or ful lled by the disk. For example, some frames can be lost during video viewing due to contention in the disk.
More formally, from the disk scheduling point of view, we classify read and write requests into four categories, where each category has di erent requirements and is useful for a certain class of applications. These categories are: For example, the application requirement in the case of video-on-demand is that the disk scheduling algorithm must support only R dl requests, i.e., read requests that have deadlines but can be lost in case the requests do not get serviced before their deadlines. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of requests typical of multimedia application accesses.
Di erent disk scheduling algorithms need to be designed for each category of requests.
Notice that for the requests that belong to the category nl whether W nl or R nl , since there are no deadlines, it is always true that these requests can be delayed until they are satis ed. Therefore, it makes no sense for the system to lose them as they can a ord to wait until they get serviced. As a result, W nl and R nl can always be treated as W nn and R nn , respectively, since they will never be lost. 
A Simple Disk Scheduling Algorithm For Handling Reads And Writes
One simple approach for handling R dl , R nn , and W nn requests is to maintain three queues, one for each t ype of request, as shown in Figure 2 . We term this approach: Algorithm 3-Queue.
The queues are prioritized such that the highest priority is assigned to the queue containing the R dl requests, then the queue containing the W nn requests, and the least priority is assigned to the queue containing the R nn requests.
The requests are scheduled to be served by the disk in the following way. The R dl requests are scheduled using the SCAN-RT or SCAN-EDF algorithms. W nn requests are served by the disk when:
1. the write request does not violate deadlines of pending R dl read requests, or 2. write bu er is full, or 3. a xed write timeout expires. R nn requests are scheduled when both the R dl and the W nn queues are empty.
Algorithm 3-Queue su ers from several drawbacks:
1. The R nn and the W nn requests have no deadlines, and hence are expected to have long delays before getting served. 2. The algorithm tends to wait until the write bu er gets lled or until some write timeout expires. This will result in burstiness and batching of large numbers of write requests, leading to an increased likelyhood of R dl requests violating their deadlines. 3. Scheduling write requests will interrupt the disk scheduling scan order. This will increase the disk head seek time and lower the disk utilization, hence increasing the overall delay o f R dl read requests. In turn, this will increase the loss rate of R dl requests and hence will reduce the quality of service QoS.
In order to overcome some of these performance problems, a real-time disk scheduling algorithm is proposed in 3 , that merges the R dl and the W nn requests into one queue after assigning an arti cial deadline to W nn requests. However, this algorithm does not show h o w R nn requests are handled. In order to handle R nn requests, one possible extension of the algorithm in 3 is to use two queues; one for handling R dl and W nn requests, and the other for handling R nn requests, as illustrated in Figure 3 . We term this extension: Algorithm 2-Queue.
Algorithm 2-Queue treats W nn and R dl in a homogeneous way, but is still unfair to R nn requests. R nn requests are handled only when there are no W nn and R dl requests in the other queue. This may result in elongated delays for R nn requests. Also, the algorithm maintains the requests in scan order in the W nn and R dl queue. This order gets violated when handling an R nn request from the other queue, hence increasing the seek time of the disk and reducing the overall throughput of the disk.
Our proposed algorithm handles R nn , W nn , and R dl requests all in a homogeneous way. The algorithm maintains a consistent scan order, reduces the losses in the videoon-demand requests the R dl requests and enhances the response times of the video editing requests the R nn and W nn requests. The following subsections explain the new algorithm in greater detail.
Deadline Computation for Write Requests
In a video editing or authoring session, both read and write requests can take place. We focus here on write requests, and we address read requests in the next section.
In a video editing session, we model the write requests that take place during the session as belonging to the W nn category. W nn write requests have the following characteristics:
1. Any page to be written to the disk is already pre-stored in a main-memory bu er pool.
2. A W nn write request has no real-time deadline. Therefore, it can a ord longer delays than read requests.
3. Although it does not have a deadline, a W nn write request cannot be kept indenitely in main-memory bu ers due to the risk of loss in case of a system crash or power failure. It has to be ful lled some time in the future, to avoid that the write bu er pool becomes full. The longest possible duration that a write request can be put in hold is a system parameter and is tunable. Current le systems such a s SUN's NFS 17 periodically force bu ered write requests to the disk. 4. A write request cannot be lost, e.g., due to system load. Regardless of the load, a write request has to be ful lled by the system at some point in time. 5. Based on the system load, the write bu er pool can become full. At this point, some pending W nn write requests have to be ushed into disk to release bu er space for the newly arriving write requests.
Therefore, a deadline needs to be imposed on all writes. While the deadlines of W dn and W dl requests are speci ed by the application, the deadlines associated with the W nn requests would have t o b e arti cially computed by the storage server based on the number of available bu ers and the expected arrival rate of write requests.
We de ne the following parameters that are used in order to describe our algorithm.
N w : the number of pages in the write bu er pool. A larger write bu er pool is expected to reduce the requirements imposed on the system due to write requests.
p w : the size, in bytes, of a write page. Tw max : the maximum time that the system allows for a W nn write request to wait in the bu er before being forcibly ushed into the disk, and w : the arrival rate of disk write requests to the system.
Assume that at time t, a user requests that a page, say p i , be written into the disk. We would like to assign a deadline for page p i so that it has to be written into the disk before the deadline. Observe that all the pages that exist in the write bu er pool have the same deadline.
We compute the deadline of a write request in the following way. Let n w t be the number of write requests that exist in the bu er at time t, and n f t be the number of free bu er slots in the bu er pool at time t. Then, n f t = N w , n w t : In the worst case scenario, because of the R dl read requests, no pages will be written from the bu er to the disk, and at the same time, new write requests will continue to arrive to the write bu er pool at a rate of w . As a result, at the time a write page p i arrives to the bu er pool due to a new write request, we can estimate the time needed, say dt, before the write bu er pool gets full. Given this worst case scenario, dt can be computed as follows:
Notice that dt is in fact the deadline of any page in the write bu er pool at time t, i.e., is a global deadline for all the pages currently in the write bu er. As a result, if any o f these pages are physically written into the disk by the scheduling algorithm, the value of dt gets relaxed, as explained below. When a page p i is written physically into the disk, it frees one bu er slot in the bu er pool. As a result, the deadline dt for all the pages in the bu er pool is relaxed since there is now more time until the bu er becomes full. Therefore, dt is relaxed in the following way.
This is also consistent with the above formula for dt, since n f t + 1 is the new amount of space after the write page has been physically written into disk. Next we need to accommodate the system requirement which states that any page has to be physically written into the disk before a system-speci ed maximum time period passes". This is referred to as Tw max , as explained above. Assume that a write request that corresponds to a write page p i arrives to the write bu er pool at time t. The above requirement states that if p i does not get written physically into the disk by the disk scheduling algorithm, then it has to be forcibly written into the disk by the time t + Tw max .
In order to implement this requirement, we maintain a FCFS bu er scheme of the write requests pages that arrive to the write bu er pool. We term this queue the write bu er queue. The write page request at the head of the write bu er queue is the oldest write request in the bu er that has not been physically written into the disk yet. Therefore, whenever there is a chance to accommodate a write request into the disk queue, the oldest write request in the write bu er is the one that is selected for writing.
Assume that at time t, the read write scheduling algorithm decides to admit one write page to be physically written into disk. First, the algorithm picks the oldest page, say p i , that is in the write bu er. Then, p i is assigned a deadline, say d w t, that corresponds to the global deadline dt of the write bu er pool , i.e., d w t dt. Finally, p i and its deadline d w t are inserted into the disk queue.
Deadline Computation for Read Requests
As described in the previous sections, our proposed algorithm supports two t ypes of read requests: R dl and R nn read requests. The deadline of R dl requests is determined by the video server and is given as input to the scheduling algorithm. So, in the remaining of this section, we only focus on R nn read requests.
The R nn category of read requests is useful for video editing applications. R nn read requests have the following characteristics:
1. An R nn read request has no real-time deadline. Therefore, they can a ord longer delays than other requests.
2. Although it does not have a deadline, a R nn read request still cannot wait indefinitely. It has to be ful lled some time in the future. We de ne Tr max to be the longest possible duration that a read request can be put in hold before being served by the disk.
For W nn write requests, because of the lack of a deadline, they are considered as of a l o w er priority than R dl read requests. Similarly, because of the lack of a deadline, R nn read requests are considered as having a lower priority than R dl read requests. However, in contrast to write requests, since R nn read requests have no bu er problems as long as there is room for the page to be read, we can also consider R nn requests as having less priority than W nn write requests. Therefore, our algorithm gives R nn read requests the least priority in terms of scheduling.
The time Tr max is observed by the scheduling algorithm as the arti cial deadline for R nn read requests.
Disk Queue Organization
The algorithm divides the disk queue into multiple partitions of disk requests whether read or write requests. Each partition contains disk requests that are placed in scan order, where each partition corresponds to one scan of the disk head from one end of the disk to the other end and all the page requests in the partition are stored in scan order. This is illustrated in Figure 4 , where partitions are numbered such that disk requests in partition 1 are the closest to be processed by the disk server, while disk requests in partition n are the ones that will experience the longest delay in the system. Disk read R nn and R dl and write W nn requests are inserted into the appropriate partitions of the disk queue according to some rules that are described in greater detail in the following sections. However, it is important t o m e n tion that based on the nature of the read or write request, the partitions can be examined in front-to-back or backto-front order. The front-to-back order means that when we are given a request to be inserted into the disk queue, we start by examining partition 1, then partition 2, etc., until we nd the rst partition that satis es the insertion condition. On the other hand, the back-to-front order implies that we examine the partitions in the reverse order, i.e., starting by partion n, then partition n-1, etc.
Processing Mechanism
In contrast to read-only mixes, there are six events that need to be considered when handling simultaneous R dl , W nn , and R nn requests in the disk queue. These can be classi ed in the following way: 1 inserting a W nn write request into the disk queue, 2 inserting an R dl read request into the disk queue, 3 inserting an R nn read request into the disk queue, 4 processing an R dl read request performing the actual read from the disk, 5 processing a W nn write request performing the actual write into the disk, and 6 processing an R nn read request performing the actual read from the disk. The new algorithm performs di erent actions at each of these events. We discuss these actions below.
Generally speaking, when inserting a new request, say r, i n to the disk queue, the scheduling algorithm has to satisfy the following conditions as much as possible: 1 r should be inserted in scan order, 2 the deadline of r should not be violated, and 3 the insertion of r should not violate the deadlines of other requests that are already in the queue. Notice that not all the above conditions can be satis ed at the same time. Therefore, we need to de ne policies and priorities to optimize the system performance. Before proceeding further, we de ne the notion of sad requests.
Sad Requests
Assume that the locations of the requests in the disk queue are numbered so that the request at location 0 is the closest to be served by the disk scheduler. Assume further that the disk queue contains request r 0 at location 0 with deadline d 0 and disk cylinder number c 0 , request r 1 at location 1 with deadline d 1 and disk cylinder number c 1 , etc.
Let seekc i ; c i +1 be the seek time needed in order to move from the disk cylinder c i that corresponds to request r i to the disk cylinder c i+1 that corresponds to request r i+1 , and service timer i is the time to serve request r i . This includes the latency and transmission times needed to serve request r i .
We de ne waiting timer i to be the time each request r i in the disk queue has to wait in the disk queue before it gets served by the disk. Then, waiting timer i can be where seekd start ; c 0 is the seek time needed in order to move from the starting cylinder of the disk head, d start , to the disk cylinder c 0 that corresponds to the cylinder number of the rst request in the disk queue.
Let the current time be t. In order for each request r i in the disk queue to be served before its deadline expires, the following condition has to be met: d i t + waiting timer i + service timer i :
We s a y that a disk queue request, say r p , becomes sad, when r p 's deadline gets violated after the insertion of a new request into the disk queue, i.e., sadr p i d p t + waiting timer p + service timer p :
Now consider when a new request, say r k , with disk cylinder c k , gets inserted in scan order into the disk queue, say b e t w een requests r i and r i+1 . W e use Figure 5 for illustration.
Since request r k is inserted between requests r i and r i+1 , requests r 0 r i are not a ected by this insertion and hence their deadlines cannot be violated. However, all the requests starting from r i+1 till the end of the disk queue will be a ected. Once a write request, say w i , arrives to the disk to be served, the corresponding page is inserted into the write bu er pool at the next available bu er slot, and the write request is assigned a deadline, as described in Section 4.2. Then, the write request is inserted into the disk queue.
In order to insert the write request w i into the disk queue, the scheduling algorithm performs the following steps. First, the scheduling algorithm needs to determine which partition of the disk queue the write request w i gets inserted into, and second, once the partition is determined, the scheduling algorithm attempts to insert the write request in the partition in the appropriate scan order.
The rst step can be achieved by traversing the queue partitions either in a front-toback or in a back-to-front order. For example, in the back-to-front order 1 , the algorithm starts from partition p n the farthest from the disk server, and attempts to insert w i into p n in scan order. If w i has its deadline violated, then an attempt is made to insert w i into partitions p n,1 , p n,2 , etc., until the algorithm nds the rst partition p j such that w i can be inserted into p j in scan order without having w i 's deadline violated. It is also possible that all partitions including partition p 1 violate the deadline for w i . This is an extreme case and is not expected to happen. The algorithm handles this case as described below Case 5.
In the second step, the scheduling algorithm attempts to insert the new write request w i in its scan order in the current partition, say p j . Five possible case might arise see Case 1: no sad requests, i.e., the deadline of none of the pending read and write requests including the new write request is violated by this insertion.
Case 2: sadR nn , i.e., the deadline of the new write request will not be violated if it is inserted in scan order, but upon insertion, the deadline of some other R nn read requests will be violated.
Case 3: sadR dl , i.e., the deadline of the new write request will not be violated if it is inserted in scan order, but upon insertion, the deadline of some other R dl read requests will be violated.
Case 4: sadW nn , i.e., the deadline of the new write request will not be violated if it is inserted in scan order, but upon insertion, the deadline of some other write requests will be violated.
Case 5: sadw i , i.e., the deadline of the new write request itself will be violated arises when all partitions, including p 1 , violate the deadline of the new write request.
We need to show h o w the scheduling algorithm will handle each of these possibilities.
Notice that there may be more than one sad request that results from inserting w i .
Therefore, we need to loop, while there are still sad requests in the disk queue, and based on the type of each sad request apply one of the cases above. It is important to note that, in some situations, some sad requests may not be resolved, e.g., when we have a collection of write requests with tight deadlines. In these situations, trying to remedy sad requests would result in making other requests sad as well. We need to take necessary measures to make sure that the algorithm does not get into an in nite loop. Case 1 is easy to handle and represents the best possible scenario. If the scheduling algorithm nds that it is possible to insert the write request w i into the queue partition 1 A front-to-back traversal of the partitions can be handled analogously and we do not address it here. p j resulting from the back-to-front scanning without violating any of the deadlines of the read and write requests that already exist in the queue, as well as the deadline of the new write request w i , then w i will be inserted in the disk queue in its scan order. In Case 2, the deadline of the new write request w i is not violated when it gets inserted in its scan order, but upon inserting it, the deadline of some other R nn read requests are violated. Assume that the violated R nn request r i is in partition p i+1 . I n this case, an attempt is made to insert r i into p i , p i,1 , etc., in scan order, whichever is possible, without violating any deadlines of other requests. If this attempt is successful, then both the insertions of w i and r i take place. Otherwise, r i is left in its current location in p i+1 even when r i 's deadline is violated. This is because W nn requests have higher priority o v er R nn requests.
In Case 3, the deadline of the new write request w i is not violated when it gets inserted in its scan order. But upon inserting it, the deadline of some other R dl read request say r i is violated the algorithm can be repeated at this step if the deadline of more than one R dl read request is violated. The algorithm attempts to avoid losing r i by trying to promote it in a closer partition in scan order without creating any new sad requests in the queue see Figure 7 . If this is not possible, the algorithm searches for some victim R nn requests to preempt see Figure 8 . We search for one or more R nn requests to victimize by demoting them to a farther partition in the queue in scan order. As given in the gure, notice that only the region between the newly inserted write request and the sad read request needs to be searched for victim R nn requests. The algorithm searches for any R nn read requests that are ahead of r i in the queue that can be preempted from their locations to a partition that is past the location of r i . I f such a n R nn read request is found, and its removal will result in saving r i , then it is moved from its location to a location past r i . Otherwise, w i is inserted into its current location and r i is lost. Cases 1 through 3 constitute the typical scenario during the regular system operation. On the other hand, Cases 4 and 5 are extreme cases that happen only if the rate of write requests exceeds the predetermined upper limit at system con guration time or by the system admission control. When the frequency of occurrence of Cases 4 and 5 during system operation becomes signi cant, this indicates that the request pattern changed signi cantly and that it is time to re-evaluate system parameters, e.g., expanding the size of the write bu er pool.
It remains to show h o w the scheduling algorithm handles Cases 4 and 5. In Case 4, the new write request violates the deadline of another write request that already exists in the disk queue. By de nition, W nn requests cannot be lost. The processing in this case is similar to that of Case 3. The algorithm tries to promote the sad W nn request ahead in the queue in another partition but still in scan order without violating the deadlines of other requests see Figure 9 . If this is not possible, the algorithm searches for any victim R nn to move to a farther partition. Since W nn requests have higher priority over R nn requests, the violated R nn requests get preempted from their locations and are moved to the partitions that are next to their current partitions see Figure 10 . If none is found, or if moving the R nn requests will not save the write requests from having their deadlines violated, then the algorithm moves all the write requests that have their deadlines violated to partitions that are ahead in the disk queue, or to the head of the disk queue, if no such partitions exist. As a result of this action, R dl read requests whose deadlines become violated are considered lost see Figure 11 .
Case 4 new write requests violating the deadlines of other write requests represents an extreme situation which indicates that the write bu er pool is getting congested and that the system is getting overloaded. This situation should be avoided by the admission control algorithm of the video server. However, in case it happens, the algorithm handles it as described above.
In Case 5, the deadline of the new write request will be violated if it is inserted in its scan order. This is handled in exactly the same way as in Case 4, except that we try to demote any R nn requests that lie between the head of the disk queue and the sad write request. In both Cases 4 and 5, the write requests that are moved to the head of the queue are ordered among themselves in scan order.
Notice that since we are storing absolute deadlines for both read and write requests, upon insertion of a new request, we do not need to update the deadlines of each request that is past the new request in scan order.
Processing a W nn Write Request
In all of the above v e cases, described in the previous section, once a write page is inserted into the disk queue, it is guaranteed that it will be written physically into the disk, i.e., it does not get deleted or preempted from the disk queue.
Writing a page into disk will result in free bu er space the space that is occupied by the write page. Therefore, once a page is written into disk, we can relax the deadline of all the pages in the write bu er pool as well as the deadline of the write pages in the disk queue.
We relax the deadline of the pages in the write bu er pool by modifying the global variable dt, as discussed in Section 4.2. Similarly, for the disk queue, upon writing a write page into the disk, we apply the following procedure. Let the current time be t. The reason for this deadline relaxation is to reduce the requirements of the overall system, and hence reduce the number of read page losses.
Inserting and Processing an R dl Read Request
When a new R dl read request, say r i , arrives to the disk queue, the algorithm determines rst which partition in the disk queue can the read request be inserted into, and then attempts to insert the request into the correct scan order within the partition. Partitions are searched in a back-to-front fashion. The searching is performed until the algorithm nds the rst partition p j such that the deadline for r i is not violated if r i is inserted into p j in scan order.
Notice that such a partition p j should always exist. In the worst case, r i can always be inserted at the head of the queue. In this case, it is guaranteed that its deadline is not violated. If r i is inserted safely into partition p j without making any requests in the disk queue sad, then we are done. Otherwise, inserting r i into p j saddens some requests. In this case, the algorithm loops over all partitions p, where p = p j p 1 , attempting to insert r i into p in scan order and trying to handle all sad requests that result from this insertion. In the loop over the possible partitions p = p j p 1 , we record all the modi cations the promotion and demotion of requests into a stack so that in case of failing to accommodate all sad requests, these modi cations can be undone.
If such a partition p is found such that r i is inserted into p while being able to handle all sad requests, then the modi cations in the stack are committed, and the new R dl read request r i gets inserted into the disk queue partition p in scan order, and we are done. If we failed to insert r i safely, i.e., if no such partition p exists, then we delete r i and consider it to be lost by the algorithm, as it saddens requests that already exist in the disk queue. Below, we explain these steps in further detail.
Assume that upon inserting r i into partition p in scan order, some sad requests result from this insertion. Two cases may occur:
Case 1: The sad request is a W nn or an R dl request. Case 2: The sad request is an R nn request.
In Case 1 see Figure 12 , the sad request is either a W nn or an R dl request. In this case, we look for R nn victims, that lie between r i and the sad request, in order to demote them. If any are found, they are temporarily deleted and their original locations are stored in the stack see Figure 13 . If no sad requests remain after deleting the R nn requests, then we pop the R nn requests from the stack, one at a time, and try to insert them safely in scan order. If this is not possible, then we insert them at the tail of the disk queue.
On the other hand, if sad requests still remain, even after the deletion of the R nn requests, then we pop the R nn requests from the stack and insert them back i n to their original locations in the disk queue. In this case, we continue the looping over partitions p = p j p 1 , and attempt to insert the new R dl request in a closer partition see Figure 14 .
By inserting the new R dl request ahead in the queue, we are guaranteed to violate at least the deadlines of the same requests as the ones in the previous loop, if not more.
However, by getting ahead in the disk queue, it is more likely to nd additional R nn victims to demote between the new R dl request and the sad requests.
In Case 2, inserting the R dl request r i results in R nn sad requests, we try to promote the R nn sad requests without violating the deadlines of any other requests. If this is not possible, then we leave the R nn sad requests in their locations as they have a l o w er priority o v er R dl requests. However, this results in some minor violation of the deadlines of R nn requests.
Inserting and Processing an R nn Read Request
Assume that a new R nn read request, say r i , arrives at time t, and that we w ant to insert r i into the disk queue. The deadline of r i is computed as t + Tr max .
We scan the partitions in the disk queue from back to front. In each partition, we try to insert r i in scan order without violating its deadline or the deadlines of any requests in the disk queue. If this is not possible, then we simply insert r i at the tail of the disk queue.
Processing an R nn , i.e., actually serving it by the disk server, does not require any further processing by the scheduling algorithm.
Estimating the Arrival Rate of Disk Write Requests w
w is the arrival rate of disk write requests into the disk. It is used to compute and determine the deadline for lling the write bu er pool. The algorithm uses w in the computation for estimating the deadline of the write requests. The correctness in the value of w is critical to the performance of the algorithm.
It is possible to assume that the value of w is constant during the execution of the algorithm and hence is given apriori. However, if w is over-estimated, then this may result in forming over-restricted deadlines that do not re ect reality. As a result, more losses of read requests may be experienced. On the other hand, when the arrival rate of write requests is under-estimated, the system may not take i n to consideration the congestion in the write bu er pool. This is due to the fact that not enough write requests are scheduled to be served by the algorithm since their deadlines are overly relaxed. Therefore, the write bu er pool will get lled quickly and bursts of write requests will have t o t a k e place, thus forcing many consecutive read requests to be lost.
We propose two w a ys of treating this anomaly in the disk scheduling algorithm. These are described in the following two subsections and can be considered as enhancements to the algorithm. Both enhancements are orthogonal to each other and either one or both can be incorporated into the algorithm.
We extend the algorithm to dynamically compute w . More speci cally, w e address the following two issues:
1. The way to dynamically compute w . 2. How the scheduling algorithm handles the continuously varying w .
We address each of these two issues in the subsequent sections.
Dynamically Computing w
In order to dynamically compute w , the algorithm maintains a running average for w . This is achieved by storing the most recent k values of the interarrival times of write requests. We maintain the running average of the most recent k interarrival times and update the running average each time a new write request arrives to the write bu er pool.
A new value for w is computed each time a new write request arrives to the write bu er pool. Let w new be the value of w that is computed after the arrival of the most recent write request, and w current be the value of w that is used currently by the scheduling algorithm. Then, w new is computed with every arrival of a new write request, while w current is the one used by the algorithm to compute the deadlines of the write requests.
Let I 0 ; I , 1 ; I , 2 ; ; I , k , 1 be the inter-arrival times between the consecutive k + 1 most recent write requests. Then,
The question that arises is when w new becomes w current , i.e., is used by the algorithm to recompute the deadlines of the write requests. A simple solution is to update the value of w current i.e., let w current w new each time a new write request arrives to the write bu er pool. However, there is some overhead associated with this approach.
Once w current is assigned a new value, the scheduling algorithm will have to compute new deadlines for the write requests and possibly modify the disk queue based on the new deadlines see the following section for a more detailed discussion of this step.
The problem with updating the value of w current each time a new write request arrives is that this approach m a y induce signi cant o v erhead to the scheduling algorithm although the change in w current may not be signi cant. On the other hand, we need the value of w current to follow closely the real changes in w to be able to compute realistic deadlines for the write requests and avoid under-or over-estimating their values, to re ect the change on w only when the change is signi cant. One way is to adopt a thresholding scheme, i.e., we do not make the assignment w current w new unless the change in the running average of w becomes greater than a certain threshold , i.e., when j w current , w new j :
This thresholding mechanism is used in order to tolerate the temporary uctuation in the value of w .
Handling the Variations in w
Once the algorithm detects that w has changed signi cantly from its previous running average, then the algorithm performs the following actions:
1. recompute new deadlines for the write requests, and 2. reorganize if needed the order of the read and write requests in the disk queue based on the new deadline calculation.
Given the new value for w current , recomputing the new deadlines for the write requests that are in the disk queue Step 1 is straightforward. Simply, w e follow the same steps as in Section 4.2.
Step 2 can be handled in several ways based on whether the new estimated w is higher or lower than the previously estimated one. This is also re ected in the new priorities of the write requests. There are two cases to consider:
Case 1: when the write priority is relaxed, and Case 2: when the write priority is tightened.
Case 1 arises when w current , w new , while Case 2 arises when w new , w current . Several appropriate actions are possible in each case that may a ect the performance. For example, when the deadline of the write requests is relaxed Case 1, we m a y apply one of the following three options:
Option 1: migrate the write requests that already exist in the disk queue to the next scan order. The reason for this is to enhance the performance of the system by reducing the number of losses of R dl requests. This migration process can be achieved by the following procedure.
For each write request w nn i that resides in the scan order partition p i p 1 is the partition closest to the head of the disk queue of the disk queue do: Option 2: Update the deadline of write requests that are in the disk queue, but do not migrate the write requests backwards in the disk queue, i.e., leave them as is in their current locations in the disk queue. In other words, the new relaxed deadline will only a ect the positioning of the new arriving write requests but not the ones already existing in the disk queue. This option can be achieved by traversing the disk queue, locating the write requests in the queue, and updating their deadlines. The advantage of this option is the reduced overhead induced by the scheduling algorithm when the value of w changes, as we do not have to relocate the write requests after changing their deadlines. Moreover, relaxing the deadlines of the write requests that already exist in the disk queue will allow that more read requests be scheduled ahead in the disk queue in front of these write requests, and hence a better performance of the video server. Option 3: Do nothing, i.e., do not update the deadline of the write requests that already exist in the disk queue and do not change their location. In other words, the change in w will only a ect the new arriving write requests.
This option represents the least overhead induced by the scheduling algorithm.
In the algorithm we selected Option 3, as it induces the least amount o f o v erhead in processing. Moreover, based on the experimental results, the other options do not result in signi cant performance changes.
Performance Evaluation
In this section we study the performance of the new disk scheduling algorithm, presented in Section 4. We term the algorithm the Multi-Class QoS real-time disk scheduling algorithm MC-QoS, for short. We compare the performance of MC-QoS with both Algorithms 3-Queue and 2-Queue, described in Section 4.1.
The experiments are based on a simulator that models the PanaViSS video server, which is composed of 15 le servers called MSFS's each h a ving 4 disks. The parameters of the disk are shown in Table 2 . Seeks were modeled as the function s 1 + s 2 d + s 3 p d, where s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 are constants, and d is the distance in cylinders that the disk arm has to travel. An average rotational latency of half the time taken for one rotation is assumed for each disk request. For a long duration simulation such as this one, this assumption closely approximates the fact that the rotational delay is actually random in the range 0..rotation time . Contiguity o f l a y out is not assumed hence, the requests are for data to from a random position on a disk. This assumption is again valid if there are a large number of concurrent streams being accessed from the le server at any time.
Each disk has a separate scheduling queue and a set of write bu ers. A write bu er is of size 64 KB. In the experiments, we assume that 10 160 users are simultaneously accessing reading and writing each of the 15 le servers. Each user is assumed to read or write MPEG-1 les at 1.5 Mbits sec. Each user requests data in chunks of size 64 KB. In order to store retrieve at the rate of 1.5 Mbits sec, each user issues read or write requests every 350 ms. From the point of view of the le server, we assume that one request from each user is received in every 350 ms slot. We also assume that the playback client performs a simple double-bu ering scheme. Therefore, a read request has to be serviced by the video server before a delay limit of 350 ms elapses. Any request that is not serviced before this deadline is deemed to have been lost. Other simulation parameters are given in Table 3 Window size k for dynamically estimating w 27 It is important to observe that the increase in the delay o f W nn requests translates to a larger bu er space requested by the algorithm to be able to delay the W nn requests for a longer period. However, as seen in the gure, this increase in the write delay i s actually minor.
Disk Parameters Values
All the studies presented above assume that we h a v e a constant arrival rate w for the write requests. We estimate the constant w in the experiments in the following way: w = Total w T ; where Total w is the total number of write requests issued by the video editing users during the entire simulation period T. Total w is known in advance from the user mix the ratio of video-on-demand users to video editing users and assuming that the video editing users issue an equal number of read and write requests. Furthermore, for simplicity, w e assume that the users keep viewing or editing during the entire simulation period. Because, in reality, these assumptions simpli cations may not be true, it is likely that the actual value of w di ers from the estimated value of w that is used by the algorithm. Figure 18 shows the e ect of over-estimating w on the performance of algorithm MC-QoS. In this experiment w e o v er-estimate w to be 1.5 times its actual value. When w is over-estimated, algorithm MC-QoS generates tighter deadlines for the W nn write requests. This adversely a ects the loss rate of the R dl requests. This demands for an accurate way for computing w , as described in Section 4.6. Figure 19 gives the results of dynamically computing w as described in Section 4.6, while maintaining a running average of the interarrival times of write requests for a running window o f v arious lengths. The gure gives the results of maintaining a window of sizes 10, 20, 40, and in nity. It shows that the smaller the window size, the more the estimation is prone to noise, and hence results in deterioration in performance. On the other hand, it is expected that the larger the window size, the less sensitive the algorithm will be towards the variations in the workload. However, because our experimental workload was relatively steady all over the duration of the simulation, the larger window sizes always resulted in better estimation of the arrival rate, and hence a better quality of service.
Many other experiments were performed to test algorithm MC-QoS under a variety o f conditions. These included varying the workload of video-on-demand users with respect to video editing users, varying the write bu er pool sizes, and xing a certain QoS level and determining how m uch users the algorithm can accommodate for that QoS level. We h a v e also compared the performance of the algorithm with other algorithms, e.g., Scan-EDF 15 . The algorithm have shown superior performance in all these cases.
Concluding Remarks
Video-on-demand and video editing applications demand from a video storage server multi-classes of quality of service requirements. In this paper, we presented a new realtime disk scheduling algorithm, termed MC-QoS, for video servers that deals with these multi-classes of QoS requirements in a homogeneous way. Based on the taxonomy presented in this paper, the new algorithm, MC-QoS, deals with R dl , W nn , and R nn disk requests. As discussed in the paper, the class of R dl requests covers the video-on-demand application, while the classes of W nn and R nn requests cover the video editing application.
One important advantage of algorithm MC-QoS is that it treats both read and write requests in a homogeneous way in terms of deadlines and placing them, as much a s possible, in scan order. The performance studies show that in order to be able to signi cantly reduce the delay o f R nn while maintaining a better QoS for R dl requests, the new algorithm MC-QoS slightly increases the delay o n W nn requests by around 15, which translates to a slightly larger write bu er pool.
Although we performed our experiments using a simulator modeling the PanaViSS server, the work described in this paper is general and can be applied to other multimedia storage servers.
Based on the taxonomy given in the paper, the algorithm presented in the paper addresses one interesting combination of QoS classes out of the taxonomy. W e plan to address other useful combinations and design scheduling algorithms for them. 6.00 120.00 130.00 140.00 Figure 19 : The e ect of varying the sliding window size on estimating the value of w . The x-axis represents the number of users and the y-axis represents the number of R dl read requests that miss their deadlines.
